The dynamics of linear growth in distance, velocity and acceleration.
Growth of body, leg, trunk and arm length from birth to adulthood is studied in the subjects of the First Zürich Longitudinal Growth Study, using a recently developed technique, the 'structural average curve'. In this way truly longitudinal average curves are obtained for velocity, acceleration and distances, and various phases of growth are analysed not only graphically, but also by descriptive parameters in terms of timing, intensity and duration. These phases consist of the pubertal spurt (PS), the mid-growth spurt (MS) and growth in infancy. The overall pattern is the same in all variables studied: velocity drops sharply after birth, followed by a kink between 7 and 12 months, and a more gradual decrease until the MS, which peaks around 7 years. In girls the PS immediately follows the MS, while in boys a 'latency period' of approximately constant growth velocity precedes the PS, which occurs almost 2 years later, and is more intense than in girls. There are no appreciable sex differences in the MS, but the PS is later and more intense for boys, even when accounting for the smaller adult size of girls. When comparing linear variables the PS turns out to be earlier for the legs than for the trunk, whereas the trunk has an earlier MS. The trunk starts high in relative distance and in velocity after birth, whereas the legs have a high velocity throughout childhood. In adolescence the trunk again shows more intense growth. Surprisingly, the growth of the arms in many ways resembles more that of the trunk and not that of the legs.